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Background

The material stream iconography 
was initially developed in 
2004 to raise awareness of the 
materials that can be recycled 
and encourage householders 
to actively participate in their 
local recycling services. The 
icons were designed to support 
the National Recycle Now 
campaign branding and provide 
a consistent look and feel across 
recycling communications.

The material stream icons 
represent a broad variety of 
material categories that can 
be recycled and use distinctive 
colours and images which 
can be recognised nationally 
across recycling services. 
They were initially tested using 
signage at trial sites across 
England and surveying users 
before and after the material 
stream icons were introduced. 
Images were tested for recall 
and recognition. The findings 
showed that overall, the use of 
the icons on signage improved 
peoples’ ease of use at the sites.

The number of icons has grown 
considerably over the last 
few years as the number of 
materials that can be recycled 
has increased. The icons make 
recycling easy for people with 
language or literacy issues, or 
those with disabilities. Different 
options for the icons are 
available so that they can be 
tailored to best suit the target 
audience and circumstances. 

Finally, the icons provide a 
set of practical signposts that 
show what can be recycled 
and can be used in many 
applications including:  local 
authority communications, 
signage at recycling bring 
sites, household recycling 
centres on recycling containers 
and product packaging.

Consumer testing in March 
2009 found that 64% of the 
consumers in England recognise 
the brand spontaneously. The 
campaign logo and iconography 
is in widespread use by over 
90% of local authorities (as of 
2008)  and is being used by 
an ever increasing range of 
organisations to communicate 
recycling messages.

Many leading companies 
and brands use the Recycle 
Now branding and material 
stream icons and new, on-
pack recycling labels (www.
onpackrecyclinglabel.org.
uk) are being phased in by 
Britain’s leading retailers and 
brands. The scheme, which is led 
by the British Retail Consortium 
(www.brc.org.uk) and 
supported by WRAP, has been 
developed to reduce consumer 
confusion and provide simple 
advice on what can and 
cannot be recycled based on 
access to recycling facilities.

Recycle Now Brand Usage

http://www.onpackrecyclinglabel.org.uk/
http://www.onpackrecyclinglabel.org.uk/
http://www.onpackrecyclinglabel.org.uk/
http://www.brc.org.uk/
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Benefits of Using the Icons

•	 Consistent message for householders – the icons 
are used by over 90% of local authorities across a range of 
communications. The icons help householders to understand 
what can and cannot be recycled through their local services 

•	 Save money – the icons have been developed for you use 
and can significantly reduce or even eliminate design costs

•	 Well recognised - used in national and local 
advertising, so will be familiar to householders 

•	 Tried and tested – the icons have been tested and 
are well recognised amongst householders 

•	 Complement local campaigns – the material icons can 
be used to complement local messaging and campaigns

Obviously if we expand this page across two then it will leave 
the benefits of using the icons looking sparse. I therefore propose 
an ‘Icons in action’ bit where we show photographic examples of 
where the icons are used and on what they are used to support 
the ‘sticker’ that suggest that over 90% of LA’s use the icons?

Icons in action

‘the icons are  used by over 90% of local authorities’

HWRC on site signage

Stickers for kerbside collection receptacles

Outdoor advertising

Vehicle livery
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Step by Step Guide

Step 1  Select a material stream category you want to use 
e.g. glass and then decide on the most relevant 
icon within that stream e.g. mixed glass.

Step 2 Decide what application you want to use the material stream 
icon for e.g. leaflet, signage, sticker, bring bank, lorry 
livery. Also, see WRAP’s ‘Recycling on the Go’ Guidelines 
which provides information on street recycling signage: 
WRAP’s ‘Recycling on the Go’ Guidelines

Step 3 Does the icon you need exist? If not, you may 
need to customize an existing icon or request a 
new icon? –  see pages page 8 and page 34

Step 4 Decide whether you want you use a portrait or 
landscape image - this will depend on whether you are 
displaying multiple material stream icons together or 
using it as a single application – see page page 6

Step 5 Based on the end application, select the most relevant file 
type e.g. for bin signage – the .eps file type using PANTONE 
or CMYK ink(s). – see page 6 for more information

Step 6 Select and download the relevant icon and incorporate  
it into your design. See WRAP’s Basic Design Principles  
for advice on how to design effective communications:  
WRAP’s Basic Design Principles

Decide your 
application

EPS EPS

EPS

JPEG
OR

Select and 
download the file

    WRAP will consider requests for 
new materials stream icons, where 
new recycling markets have been 
developed. Use the form on the 
partners website to make a request.

All modified material stream icons 
must be approved by WRAP prior to 
use. Please send your modified icon 
to partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk

http://www.wrap.org.uk/downloads/RotG-guidelines-04_081.4dd12372.5435.pdf
http://www.wrap.org.uk/downloads/2010_03_10_Basic_design_principles.8ade195c.3591.pdf
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3Material streams The material streams imagery should be used 
to reinforce the importance of collecting and correctly disposing of the desired materials.

3

  The suite of material stream colours 
has been tested for usability, visibility 
and consumer engagement. They are 
suitable for use across the various 
print and digital processes.

Option 3 should be used 
on applications such as 
signage, or where several 
material streams images 
will appear adjacent to each 
other, and must always be 
accompanied by either the 
recycle mark or a regionally 
branded variation.

Textiles Plastics

Paper

Glass

Garden
waste

Building 
materials

Metals Automotive 
waste

Material stream categories

  You are free to choose whether to use the imagery based 
on the recycle icon or the illustrations. Do not mix different 
options on the same application. The choice of which to 
use may depend on the requirements of the particular 
application, e.g. communications, bin stickers, signage etc.

Option 1 portrait

Option 1 landscape

Option 2 portrait

Option 2 landscape

Option 3 portrait

Option 3 landscape

  Download all available  
material streams icons 
from the partners website

Electrical Hazardous 
materials

Keep the use of the Recycle 
Now mark to a minimum – 
avoid using Option 1 or 2 
on applications where 
several material stream 
images will appear adjacent 
to each other.

Icon Introduction and Application

The material streams imagery should be used to reinforce the importance of recycling the desired materials.
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Colour References and End Application

As part of the design process it is essential to use the relevant colour 
reference and file format. In order to do this, you will need to establish 
what the artwork is for and how it will be produced. For example; 
if you plan to print a leaflet you will have to use Pantone and 
CMYK whereas for a web application you will have to use RGB.

The table below shows the most common  
end applications and relevant references: 

Colour references 
& file types Application

Pantone Print

CMYK Process Print

Web Screen

Ral
Paints, varnishes & 
powder coating

Vinyl Signage & stickers 

For more information on colour reference and file formats 
contact: partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk

The examples below show how the icons have been  
used effectively across a range of communications: 

For more information about the end application visit: Brand in action

EPS

EPS

EPS

EPS

JPEG

Operational items

With your help last month 
we recycled, thank you:

4,300 tonnes

Thank you for carefully 
separating your waste

Drinks Bottles
Milk Containers

Plastic Bags
Plastic Film
Other Plastic

yes please no thank you

Drinks Bottles
Milk Containers

Plastic Bags
Plastic Film
Other Plastic

yes

no 

Drinks Bottles
Milk Containers

Plastic Bags
Plastic Film
Other Plastic

At this site you can recycle:

  1 Locational signs 2 Welcome/entrance signs 3  Bay or bin signage 4 Exit signs 5  Car Park Signage

   Newspapers 
   Magazines 
   
    Junk mail 
& envelopes

      (Tear out windows & 
remove plastic wrapping)

no thanksyes please

Wheeled recycling bin collection

 Broken glass 
 Pyrex, crockery & ceramics
 Window & mirror glass 
 Lightbulbs 
 Spectacles 
  Other glass e.g. 
drinking glasses

  Any other plastic

pl
ea

se
 k

ee
p 

fo
r 

re
fe

re
nc

e

 Yellow Pages *
 Telephone directories *
 Wrapping paper
 Shredded paper *

Items marked * can be recycled at the Swindon Road Recycling Centre.

    Food cans/tins 
    Drink cans/tins 
    Pet food cans/tins
    Foil 

!     Please rinse
!     Put sharp lids inside cans 

Tip     Labels can be left on

    Drink bottles
    Milk bottles
    Household bottles 
    Toiletry bottles 

!     Please remove lids & caps

    Glass bottles 
    Glass jars 

!     Please rinse
!     No lids, corks or caps 

Tip     Labels can be left on

 Paint cans

New glass recycling
remember to use your new bins

A flyer illustrating materials accepted Signage for residential and public recycling sites

A billboard advertising new glass recycling banks

  These icons should not be used 
on packaging. Please refer to our 
on-pack labelling guidelines at:
On-pack Recycling 

At this site you can recycle:

www.recycleforstaffordshire.org
tel: 0800 23 23 23

http://www.recyclenowpartners.org.uk/local_authorities/brand_in_action/index.html
http://www.wrap.org.uk/retail/about_us/onpack_labelling.html
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Customising Material Stream Text

Where possible, use the material stream text included in the guidance. 
If the relevant text is not available you can customise it to reflect the 
materials you collect. If you do wish to change the text please contact 
WRAP partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk to check that this is 
acceptable. There may be evidence to support why certain wording 
has been used for example: food waste versus kitchen waste.

How to Customise Text 

Step 1  Check the suite of existing icons to see what is available.

Step 2 The font ‘Futura Heavy’ is required to edit and create 
your own material stream text. No other font should 
be used. This is available on request to English local 
authorities, government agencies and not for profit 
organisations. Please email WRAP helpline for both 
PC and MAC platforms. Once received, please do 
not re-size, adjust or replace the provided font.

 Other organisations and business outside these 
criteria should also use Futura Heavy. This may be 
purchased from various font suppliers on the internet.

Step 3 Once you have customised your icon you will need to get 
approval by WRAP prior to use. Email your customised 
icon to partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk

4Custom�sed mater�al streams Preferred wording 
is supplied with each material stream icon, however, you may use the provided templates from the 
partners website to edit your own.

4

Note: Orange is used for items 
and materials which do not 

easily fit into the main material 
streams e.g. spectacles, furniture, 

and beverage cartons.

other
recyclables

other
recyclables

Can be customised

  All modified material streams 
icons must be approved 
by WRAP prior to use.

  WRAP will consider requests for 
new materials stream icons, where 
new recycling markets have been 
developed. Use the form on the 
partners website to make a request.

Futura Heavy is required to edit your 
own material stream icons. Therefore, 
this specific weight of font is available 
to English local authorities, government 
agencies and not-for-profit organisations 
on request from WRAP (email kate.
potter@wrap.org.uk), for both PC and 
Mac platforms. 

The font supplied by WRAP may only be 
used for this application. Do not re-size, 
adjust or replace the provided font.

Can be customised

    WRAP will consider requests for 
new materials stream icons, where 
new recycling markets have been 
developed. Use the form on the 
partners website to make a request.

Futura Heavy is required to edit your own material stream 
icons. Therefore, this specific weight of font is available to 
English local authorities, government agencies and not-
for-profit organisations on request from WRAP (email 
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk), for both PC and Mac 
platforms. The font supplied by WRAP may only be used for this 
application. Do not re-size, adjust or replace the provided font.

Can be customised

Can be customised

All modified material stream 
icons must be approved 
by WRAP prior to use.

mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
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Material streams  

Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Textiles Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

130 C
0 30 100 0
#FD8812
1003
50-28 Apricot

Clothes

Shoes

Mixed textiles & clothes

This file is regularly updated to provide an overview of all of the material streams icons available for download from the www.recyclenowpartners.org.uk website. Refer to the Recycle Now Brand Guidelines for usage instructions.

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Plastics Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

Warm Red C
0 90 100 0
#EE3F22
040 50 70
70-41 Warm Red

Plastic bottles

Plastic bottles

Plastic bottles

Plastic bags

Houshold Plastics (with film)

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Houshold Plastics (without film)

Hard Plastics

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Paper Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

300 C
100 30 0 0
#0089D1
5015
50-84 Azure Blue

Newspapers & magazines

Cardboard

Telephone directories

Mixed paper

Mixed paper & card

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Books

Corrugated cardboard

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Glass Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

3272 C
100 0 45 0
#00A9A4
190 60 45
70-795 Dark Aqua

Mixed glass

Clear glass 
bottles and jars

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

3272 C
100 0 45 0
#00A9A4
190 60 45
70-795 Dark Aqua

Brown glass 
bottles and jars

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

4645 C
30 50 60 0
#B7886E
060 60 20
100-39 Tan

Green glass 
bottles and jars

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

338 C
60 0 35 0
#5BC4B6
180 80 25
50-792 Aqua

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Blue glass 
bottles and jars

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

292 C
50 10 0 0
#74BEEB
250 70 25
70-81 Soft Blue

Flat glass Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

3272 C
100 0 45 0
#00A9A4
190 60 45
70-795 Dark Aqua

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Household organics

Garden waste Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

354 C
80 0 80 0
#18B26A
150 60 60
50-745 Bright Green

Food waste

food waste

food waste

 A set of full colour food waste icons have 
been developed and are available from:
www.partners.wrap.org.uk

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Metals Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

431 C
20 0 0 70
#54656F
7031
50-96 Grey

Food & drink cans

Aluminium cans

Steel cans

Aerosols

Foil

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Foil (with pie tin)

Foil trays

Scrap metal

Large tins

Mixed metals

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Mixed metals (with foil)

Mixed metals 

(with foil but without aerosol)

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Automotive waste Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

Black C
30 30 30 100
#000000
9005
50-12 Black

Used engine oil

Car batteries

Tyres

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Building materials Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

4635 C
20 60 80 30
#985D35
060 40 30
50-917 Dark Sahara

Soil

Hardcore & rubble

Wood & timber

Plasterboard

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

UPVC frames

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Other recyclables

other
recyclables

other
recyclables

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

021 C
0 53 100 0
#F78F1E
2008
50-32 Orange

editable artwork

Paint

Spectacles

Cartons

Furniture

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Tapes and Discs

Discs

Tapes

Hand Tools

hand tools

hand tools

hand tools

hand tools

hand tools

hand tools

Cooking Oil

cooking oil

cooking oil

cooking oil

cooking oil

cooking oil

cooking oil

return to contents pagereturn to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Carpet

Mattresses

Bicycles

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Waste Electronic and Electrical Equipment (WEEE)

Electrical Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

Magenta C
0 100 0 0
#ED008C
4010
50-64 Pink

Fridges & freezers

Batteries

Telecoms & computers  
- phone & mouse

not monitors

not monitors

not monitors

not monitors

Telecoms & computers  
- fax & cpu

not monitors

not monitors

not monitors

not monitors

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Small appliances  
- irons

Small appliances  
- radios

Small appliances  
- hair dryers

Small appliances  
- mixed

Large appliances  
- mixed

large
appliances

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Large appliances  
- washing machine

large
appliances

Fluorescent tubes

Low energy bulbs

Mixed light bulbs

TV & monitors

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Mobile Phones

Printer Cartridges

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Household waste
  This icon is not available in other 

formats as this item is not recycled 
and so should not  be linked to 
the Recycle Now ‘swoosh’.

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

Black C
0 0 0 100
#000000
9005
50-12 Black

Household waste
  This icon is not available in other 

formats as this item is not recycled 
and so should not  be linked to 
the Recycle Now ‘swoosh’.

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

Black C
0 0 0 100
#000000
9005
50-12 Black

Household Hazardous Waste

Hazardous Materials

hazardous
materials

hazardous
materials

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

process yellow C
0 0 100 0
#FEF200
1026
50-24 Lemon Yellow

  This icon is not available in other 
formats as this item is not recycled 
and so should not  be linked to 
the Recycle Now ‘swoosh’.

editable artwork Note: for icon and text use Black

editable artwork

Gas bottles

Gas bottles  
with health and safety 
additional information

return to contents page
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Material stream
Icons Colour references

portrait 1 landscape 1 portrait 2 landscape 2 portrait 3 landscape 3 System Reference

These icon-based material streams 
options are available in both portrait 
and landscape formats.

The illustrated material streams options are 
available in both portrait and landscape formats.

This increased visibility option should be used 
where several material streams images will 
appear together, and must be accompanied 
by either the core recycle mark or a regionally 
branded version.

Some Pantone references 
are represented with a 
name instead of a number. 
This is correct.

Asbestos

Household & Garden 
Chemicals

Mixed recyclables
Where many materials are collected 
together a mixed recycling icon 
may be used. This should always be 
accompanied by clear instructions on the 
specific materials accepted for recycling.

Pantone
Pro cess
Web
RAL
Vinyl

376 C
50 0 100 0
#8DC63F
110 70 70
50-72 Light green

return to contents page
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Frequently asked questions and answers

Q  Do I need to get approval  
for using the material  
stream icons?

A  If you are using the icons as they 
appear in this guidance then you 
do not need to get approval from 
WRAP. However, if you would like 
to make any changes please send 
your amended icon in for approval to 
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk 
We will get back to you within 5 
working days.  You may also like to 
send your artwork in for comment to  
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.
uk and one of our advisers would 
be happy to give you feedback.

Q  Can I change the wording  
of the icon if we collect 
a different material?

A  It is important that any text that 
accompanies the icons is clear 
and is labelled correctly for 
your circumstances and the end 
application. There is flexibility 
over the wording but please email 
partnerenquiries@wrap.
org.uk with you suggested 
amends and one of our advisers 
will review your request and 
advise you if this is possible.  

Q  Can I combine the images and /
or text of more than one icon?

A  In some cases it might be appropriate 
to combine icons or text. You 
may also find you need to use 
the ‘mixed recycling’ icon rather 
than combining several icons. 
Please do get in touch with us at 
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk 
and one of our advisers can assist you. 

Q  What font should I use for the 
text that accompanies the icon?

A  The font is Futura Heavy. This is 
available on request to English local 
authorities, government agencies 
and not for profit organisations. 
Please email WRAP helpline 
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk  
and we can arrange to send it to you. 

Q  I am not an English Local 
Authority, government agency 
or a not for profit organisation, 
what font should I use?

A  The font used for the Material 
Stream icons is Futura Heavy. This 
may be purchased from various 
font suppliers on the internet. Please 
forward final artwork for approval to 
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk

Q We want to use these in 
black and white. Are we 
allowed to do this? 

A  The material stream icons are 
strongest when used in full colour. 
There may be some examples when 
this is not possible such as when 
reproducing on recycling sacks or 
recycling bins. In these cases you may 
use the icons in black and white. If 
you are unsure, please contact us at 
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk 
and one of our advisers will be 
in touch.

mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
mailto:LAartwork%40wrap.org.uk?subject=Recycle Now - Query
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Contacts & further help

For additional information visit: 
www.partners.wrap.org.uk  
web www.wrap.org.uk 
email partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk 
freephone 0808 100 2040

Disability Discrimination 
Act Compliance 

WRAP has designed the new 
recycling iconography and the 
recommended signage detailed 
in this guide to meet current 
Disability Discrimination Act 
guidance. The key requirements 
of the DDA in this area are that 
signs and their information should 
be clear, concise and consistent. 
The recycling font chosen by 
WRAP is clear and easy to read.

The materials stream descriptions 
and images are unambiguous. 
Signage text is scaled for visibility 
and the information layout is 
easy to understand. Colours 
have been chosen to maximise 
image and text visibility.

Colours are always used with 
contrasting foregrounds and 
backgrounds (either solid colour 
on white or white text and 
imagery on solid colours).

Note: For in-home communication 
templates, such as recycling 
bin or box stickers, local 
authorities may wish to consider 
introducing Braille text additions.

Further information on the 
Disability Discrimination Act  
can be found at  
www.disability.gov.uk/dda

    A wide range of communications 
guidance is available from  
WRAP Communications 
and you can apply for 
communications support from 
WRAP Communications 
advice and funding. 

If you wish to use the recycle 
or materials streams icons for 
commercial purposes, e.g. on 
product lines etc., please request 
prior permission from WRAP. Contact 
partnerenquiries@wrap.org.uk

http://www.disability.gov.uk/dda
http://www.wrap.org.uk/local_authorities/research_guidance/communications/index.html
http://www.wrap.org.uk/local_authorities/support_funding/communications.html
http://www.wrap.org.uk/local_authorities/support_funding/communications.html
mailto:info%40wrap.org.uk?subject=
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